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The prospect of consolidating the video game software sector took another step forward Friday, with Acclaim Entertainment (AKLM) warning it could soon be tolerated. Acclaim shares were up 8 cents, or 24%, to 25 cents after hitting a 52-week low of 24 cents earlier in the session. Acclaim shares remain a speculative investment until
management demonstrates its ability to execute its strategy of taking on less, higher quality games, Wedbus Morgan analyst Michael Pachter wrote on Friday. We believe the company has a respectable amount of games scheduled for release in fiscal 2005, but due to ongoing cash flow issues, its ability to deliver these games on time
remains in question. In its annual report, filed on Thursday and in Friday's earnings release, the game player said he was in default on some of his convertible notes and at least three of his licensing agreements were controversial, in part because Acclaim's partners claimed it did not pay on time. While Acclaim was negotiating for $30
million, he was facing a cash crisis. At the end of the fiscal year on March 31, the company had only $1.1 million in cash, compared with $41.2 million in short-term debt. The company cannot assure its shareholders that its future operating cash flows will be sufficient to meet its operating requirements, Aklym said in releasing its earnings.
If the company does not receive an influx of money and does not reduce costs, it will be materially and adversely affected and may be forced to cease operations or seek bankruptcy protection. Acclaim is just the latest software game company whose future as an independent, current enterprise remains in question. After postponing the
release of one of its main titles, London-based Eidos said last month it was exploring a possible sale of its business or assets. Meanwhile, Viacom (VIA). B) CEO Redstone has bought midway Games (MWY) shares and said he is considering taking the company private. Analysts and investors have also speculated whether other smaller
video game creators such as Take Two (TTWO) - Getting a Report, THQ (THQI) and even Activision (ATVI) - Get Report could be takeover targets. Many video game makers have posted strong results in recent quarters. But industry observers and participants are concerned about the development costs for the next generation of video
game consoles, which are due to debut by 2006. Game makers have promised to better manage the upcoming transition. Meanwhile, many game publishers are trying to their suggestions to become less dependent on each title. Some investors have a potential sale of the relatively poor display of the latest version of tomb raider's title and
its disastrous other hit suggestions. But many of the best-selling games are based on a movie, TV or comic book series or characters. Software publishers must pay licensing fees for such titles that can reduce their profits. Conversely, entertainment giants like Vivendi are trying to break into the video game market by saying they can post
higher profits by owning the games rather than simply getting fees on them. With the market for traditional entertainment companies such as movie rentals and slowing music sales, some investors believe entertainment companies have their eyes trained for the much faster-growing video game sector. Of course, not all video game players
benefit from this growth. In fact, in his last cabins, he struggled to come to recognition. In its fourth quarter, the company lost $25.4 million, or 23 cents per share, on sales. In the same period a year earlier, Acclaim lost $45 million, or 49 cents per share, to $28 million in sales. For the full year, the company lost $56.4 million, or 53 cents per
share, from sales of $142.7 million. In 2003, the company posted a loss of $84.8 million, or 92 cents per share, on $210.1 million in revenue. While in the fourth quarter and for the full year, the company's core line improved, its results were far below analysts' expectations. On average, analysts polled by MultexNet told Reuters they
expected Acclaim to lose 19 cents a share in the fourth quarter to $33.77 million in sales. Thanks to its continuing losses and falling sales last year, Acclaim posted an operating cash flow deficit of $26 million last year. The cash flow problem seems to be catching up with the company. $11.9 million in cash through the sale of notes last fall.
But the company is now in default on at least some of those remarks, it said. Furthermore, the Major League Baseball Players Association and classic media claim that Acclaim did not pay the salaries in timely form. Both organisations have terminated their agreements with Acclaim. So too there is Battleborne entertainment with which
Acclaim develops a game called Combat Elite: World War II paratroopers. In fact, Battleborne secured a temporary restraining order to prevent the game from being released. Welcome said it was in discussions with both creditors and business partners to resolve all issues. From dancing babies to funny cats and political photoshopping,
memes spread far and wide. They make us laugh, think and unite. But what are the memes? Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins, known for his popular books on science and athema, coined the term in his book The Selfish Gene. word is a combination of gene and Greek word for imitation, and he argues that culture is a means of
transmission. Decades later, we are in entertainment and thanks to internet culture. The BBC recently wrote about how memes are crucial in our daily lives, bringing news, ideas and humour into a clever little package. Memes can help us relax with serious themes. They also spread like jokes to give us a humorous point of view. Iconic
mem stars usually get the role unexpectedly and like the world-famous smart cat can take over our hearts. Yuri_Arcurs/Getty Images After adult entertainment, photos and videos of cats are the most popular content on the internet. Not surprisingly, cat memes are so popular that some entrepreneurs make good live traffic in them. These
memes have evolved into picture books and calendars, where cats provide comments about their lives that we can all relate to. Sonsedska/ Getty Images A CGI or computer graphics demo called Dancing Baby may have been the first widespread mem-style image. Short, silly or catchy videos followed, like the one from video blogger
Gary Broms, who syncs lips and cannonballs in front of his computer to Romanian pop song Numa Numa. His production values were terrifying, but the experience captured, and through the wonders of mimi sharing, he became world famous. Vlogging has become a hugely profitable YouTube business for artists of all ages. fizkes/Getty
Images Text introduced on iconic photos are a mem category of their own. An overly affectionate friend has crazy eyes and bear quotes by leaving the light on so I can watch you sleep. Good luck Kid fist pumps while highlighting his triumphs by buying concert tickets online. Many of these random photos - Success Kid was just one of
many photos his mother posted on a photo-sharing site - have become as recognizable as big brands. In a crossover, the world-famous collapsed cat, which features many moving themed memes, also appeared on the packaging of frisky foods. Andrew Rich / Getty Images Through captions, Photoshop modifications, and luck
photography, the memes have provided great political and social satire. One of the most famous examples is a photo of British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, close to US President Donald Trump, spoken to by Queen Elizabeth. The caption balloon from the Queen reads: This is a popular photo comment on social media. For example, it
can be used as a funny response when someone announces their plans to visit an online friend in person. Characters from movies, TV and comics can appear in comments streams to make a point more graphic and humorous than words alone. Albert L. Ortega / Getty ImagesCute, or kawaii in Japanese, cartoon creatures and emoji
characters from Japanese pop culture are popular memes. Hello Kitty is one of the most famous, along with Chococat and other related images. Pusheen is a plump grey kitten who deals with from sleeping to enjoying food, food, Meme-style comment as a response to What are you on? the messenger app -- Pushzen eats pizza says it
all. Even emojis have become popular online and offline. Emojis, T-shirts and even night light are available. Artrise / Getty Images Even everyday photos can become memes when they accurately express a common experience. The picture, which says a thousand words, can now be used in email and messages to share feelings of joy,
despair, loneliness and excitement without words. When these photos are used as memes, they bring special clarity to the message, since everyone knows what a lonely photo means The same applies to a particularly touching sports photo or expression of happiness of the child -- Success Kid, mentioned earlier, is a great example of
this, even a non-caption. RobHowarth/Getty Images Memes do for free what companies spend millions trying to achieve: getting the message. It's no wonder Frisky hired Grumpy Cat to be their spokesman, and Success appeared on Virgin Media billboards to announce that his parents would get HD channels at no extra cost. Dos Equis
created an advertising concept labeled Jonathan Goldsmith as The Most Interesting Man in the World. Presented in a form with the inscription meme, it climbed online with hundreds, if not thousands, of parodies such as I don't always listen to the Rolling Stones, but when I do, my neighbors do. Brian Jackson / Getty Images Memes aren't
just funny. As Richard Dawkins points out, they bring ideas and opinions in a contagious form that spreads quickly from person to person. Social networks provide even more speed than once. Although most memes are humorous, the mem is a vehicle for much more possibilities. Photos of people
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